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Background of the research

Scope of this report:

Geography Industry Services Use cases
Global L&P insurance industry including life 

insurance and retirement/pensions 
solutions offered both to individual and 

group customers

L&P insurance business 
process services

Only publicly available information has 
been used to depict investment areas 

targeted by insurers in this report

As COVID-19 impacted the status quo of operations, L&P insurers were expected to face immense pressures in instituting new operating models such as a remote work 
environment for the entire workforce. Most of the critical processes, such as agent-customer interactions for sales, receiving documentation for various authentications such as 
during claims or underwriting, contact center, mailroom, and medical examinations were heavily based on manual workforce and paper. However, most insurers, especially the 
leading ones, were able to transition to the new environment, albeit with a varied degree of complexity.

The resiliency of insurers’ relationships with their service providers was also heavily tested in this scenario; however, providers were largely able to live up to this unprecedented 
challenge, reinforcing trust in their partnerships. As times have started to normalize, most of the insurers are coming out of this pandemic with a positive call to action –
accelerate digital transformation to improve operational resiliency, risk management, customer engagement, and financial strength. As part of achieving various strategic 
priorities under this call to action, many are also expected to augment the leverage of an outsourcing ecosystem to institute strategic relationships and co-create for innovation. 

In this research, we provide a comprehensive picture of the L&P insurance outsourcing market across various dimensions. The analysis is based on Everest Group’s annual 
RFI process, interactions with leading L&P insurance business process service providers, interactions with buyers, and our ongoing coverage of the L&P insurance and 
services market.
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Summary of key messages (page 1 of 2)

Strategic priorities outlined by L&P insurersL&P insurance industry trends and investments made in 2020-2021
 COVID-19, overall, did not have a major impact on the L&P insurance industry and 

leading insurers showed sufficient resilience to the pandemic. However, it undeniably 
made one significant impact – realization of the need for change and innovation. As 
change is complex in the industry, insurers are looking at simplification opportunities in 
their current business and operating models

 In order to simplify, insurers made multiple investments – effective capital management 
through divestitures, expansion into strategic growth markets, product alignment and 
innovation, IT modernization, and digitalization of process and channels

L&P insurance BPS market adoption trends
 While growth was subdued in 2019-20, it was a temporary effect, and the L&P insurance 

BPS market has shown rebound through some large strategic deals in 2020
 Underpenetrated product segments such as retirement and group benefits and geographies 

such as Europe and Asia Pacific would provide growth prospects. Consolidation activity in 
these markets could also be an entry door for providers

 From a buyer size standpoint, most of the large carriers have outsourcing relationships, and 
it is the small sized carriers that are creating greater activity

 Moving forward, some amount of vendor consolidation trend is also expected in the market 
as carriers look to also optimize their sourcing portfolios for corporate objectives such as 
cost savings and operational efficiencies
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Summary of key messages (page 2 of 2)

Technology model – platform adoption in US and UKL&P insurance BPS deal trends
 Deal value: Deal value has been increasing in L&P insurance BPS evidenced by two 

key trends – increasing revenue/FTE and greater prominence of large deals
 Technology model: Platform-based model continues to be the most popular in L&A 

insurance BPS. Both the major markets – US and UK – have significant platform play; 
delivering superior customer experience is a common adoption driver

 Digital investments: Automation and analytics are the most prevalent digital 
investments. Policy administration, new business, and claims are the areas being 
targeted the most for digital deployments

 Commercial model: Increasing traction for outcome- and output-based pricing in deal 
constructs; large buyers preferring to add a component of outcome-based pricing

 Delivery mix: The onshore delivery model is gaining prominence; COVID-19 is 
expected to accelerate onshore/nearshore deployments

L&P insurance BPS buyer expectations and provider performance 
 There is a visible gap in buyer expectations and service providers’ performance, and 

service provider performance has lagged buyer expectations on all dimensions of 
delivery – cost impact, operational impact, and business impact. 

 The gap is surprisingly the largest for cost impact – also the most important outcome for 
buyers. Service providers have to provision much greater value in their relationships, as 
an uninspiring percentage of buyers would act as promoters presently

Platform adoption across 
two key L&P insurance BPS markets

(As a percentage of active contracts in 2019)

United Kingdom
63%

North America
62%

Top adoption drivers
Rapid speed-to-market

Superior customer experience
Digital ecosystem connectivity

Top adoption drivers
Cost containment

Risk mitigation through legacy modernization
Superior customer experience

Cost 
impact

Business 
impact

Operational 
impact 

Key L&P insurance buyers’ objectives and vendor performance
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Strategic priorities outlined by L&P insurers L&P insurance BPS market size and growth

High prevalence of platform-led operating model in L&P insurance BPS Increasing traction for outcome- and output-based pricing in deal constructs

This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive into key aspects of L&P 
insurance BPS market; below are four charts to illustrate the depth of the report
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